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Abstract
Receptor for Advanced Glycation End products (RAGE) is a 

transmembrane receptor that can bind to various endogenous and 
exogenous ligands and initiate the inflammatory downstream signaling 
pathways. So far RAGE has been involved in various disorders including 
cardiovascular and neurodegenerative diseases, cancer, and diabetes. 
Blocking the interactions between RAGE and its ligands is a therapeutic 
approach to treat these conditions. In this context, we effectively utilized 
the receptor-based-pharmacophore modeling to discover structurally 
diverse molecular compounds having potential to effectively bind with 
RAGE. Two pharmacophore models were developed on V-domain of 
RAGE using Phase application of Schrodinger suite. The developed 
pharmacophoric features were used for screening of 1.8 million drug-like 
molecules downloaded from ChEMBL database. The molecules were 
scrutinized according to their molecular weight as well as clogP values. 
Phase screening was performed to find out the molecules that matched 
the developed pharmacophoric features that were further selected to 
analyze their binding modes using high-throughput virtual screening, 
extra precision docking studies and MM-GBSA ∆G binding calculations. 
These analyses provided ten hit RAGE inhibitory molecules that can 
bind to two different shallow binding sites on the V-domain of RAGE. 
Among the obtained compounds two compounds ChEMBL501494 and 
ChEMBL4081874 were found with best binding free energies that proved 
their receptor-ligand complex stability within their respective binding 
cavity on RAGE. Therefore, these molecules could be utilized for further 
designing and optimizing the future class of potential RAGE inhibitors.

Keywords: ChEMBL database; Inflammation; MM-GBSA; Pharmacophore 
modeling; Phase screening; RAGE inhibitors; Virtual screening

Introduction
RAGE is a 45-55 kDa transmembrane receptor which is present in very 

low concentrations in healthy human tissues such as liver, kidneys, lungs, 
nervous, cardiovascular, and immune systems [1, 2]. Under inflammatory 
conditions, or in the presence of elevated amounts of RAGE ligands such 
as lipopolysaccharide (LPS), low density lipoproteins (LDL), high-mobility 
group box-1 (HMGB1), advanced glycation end products (AGE), β-amyloids 
and others, RAGE expression is significantly upregulated in various cellular 
systems [3-9]. The binding of these ligands to RAGE activates multiple 
signaling pathways, including ERK, STAT3, MAPK and JNK that result in 
the augmentation of transcription factors, including nuclear factor kappa B 
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(NF-kB) [9, 10]. This further leads to leukocyte infiltration, 
oxidative stress, and inflammatory response by secreting 
the pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6) 
contributing to atherosclerosis [11, 12]. Elevated serum 
concentration of RAGE is also an emerging biomarker of 
atherosclerotic inflammation [13-15]. Recently, we also 
confirmed the elevated expression of RAGE in the harvested 
carotid arteries from angioplasty-induced atherosclerotic 
Yucatan microswine [16]. Immunohistochemical findings 
revealed that angioplasty with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) 
induced significant expression of RAGE compared to other 
treatment groups. These results were further confirmed by 
the mRNA expression of RAGE in VSMCs isolated from the 
control (contralateral side) carotid arteries of the microswine. 
The mRNA expression of RAGE was found significantly 
increased with lipopolysaccharide as a RAGE ligand [16]. 
These findings and other studies from our laboratory further 
suggest the role of RAGE in various inflammatory diseases 
[17-25]. Structurally, full-length of human RAGE consists 
of three major domains as depicted in Figure 1. First, the 
extracellular domain with amino acid residues 23-342, second 
is hydrophobic transmembrane domain with amino acid 
residues 343-363, and third one is intracellular cytoplasmic 
domain with residues 464-404 [26]. An extracellular region 
further subdivided into three immunoglobulin like domains 
named: variable domain (V-domain) having amino acid 
residues 23-116 which is connected to two constant domains 
C1 (residues 124-221) and C2 (residues 227-317) (Figure 1). 
Integrated structural unit of V-domain is primarily responsible 
for interactions with various ligands such as HMGB1, AGE, 
β-amyloid, S100 proteins etc. [27-32]. Therefore, directly 

targeting RAGE to block its crosstalk with various ligands 
is the best approach to attenuate the adverse effects of 
inflammation in inflammatory disease conditions.

In this study, to effectively block the interactions of 
RAGE with other proteins or ligands, to our knowledge we 
used first time the receptor-based-pharmacophore modeling 
to find out structurally diverse therapeutic compounds with 
potential to block RAGE binding sites. Pharmacophore 
modeling is the tool of Maestro Schrodinger by which we 
can predict various features of the binding site available on 
the protein/receptor/or enzyme that can help in designing the 
molecules that can perfectly bind with these binding sites 
[33]. Two pharmacophore models were developed using the 
crystal structure of RAGE VC1 domain (PDB: 6XQ3) [34]. 
These developed features were used for the screening of a 
library of drug-like molecules which was downloaded from 
online ChEMBL database. Glide virtual screening and extra 
precision docking filtered these molecules that use a series 
of hierarchical filters to search for possible locations of the 
ligand in the binding-site region of a receptor. Further binding 
free energies were calculated for potential compounds and 
two best molecules were discovered that could potentially 
inhibit the RAGE interactions with its ligands. Overall, the 
workflow used to identify the potential molecules is shown 
in Figure 2.

Materials and Methods
Preparation of RAGE structure

The co-crystallized structure of RAGE (VC1 domains) 
complexed with molecules (same molecule with different 
assignments) was retrieved from Protein Data Bank (PDB) 
with accession number 6XQ3 (resolution 1.71Å) [34]. The 
structure was downloaded in .pdb format and was further 
prepared using the Protein Preparation Wizard of Schrodinger 
suite. The protein was first pre-processed by assigning the 
bond orders and hydrogen, converting selenomethionines to 
methionines, creating zero order bonds to metals and adding 
disulphide bonds. The missing side chains and loops were 
filled using Prime Module of Schrodinger. All the water 
molecules beyond 5Å were deleted, protein structure was 
pre-processed, and hydrogen bonds were assigned which was 
followed by energy minimization by OPLS 2005 force field 
[35]. Ramachandran plot was obtained after the preparation 
of protein to validate the preparation protocol which justifies 
that all the amino acids lie in favorable region. The final 
structure obtained was saved in.pdb format.

Pharmacophore models development
There are two types of methodologies for the generation 

of pharmacophore models viz. ligand- based pharmacophore 
model and Receptor-based pharmacophore model [33]. 
In the current study, we have performed pharmacophore 
methodologies to generate the pharmacophore models on 

Figure 1: Various domains of RAGE with their number of amino 
acid residues along with its ribbon structure.
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RAGE receptor particularly on V-domain of RAGE, that 
can be correlated with the specific chemical features of the 
molecules significant for the necessary biological activity. 
Pharmacophore development hypothesis in Schrodinger 
suite: release 2021 (in Phase application) was employed 
for seeking the different chemical features present on two 
shallow binding sites available on the V-domain of RAGE. 
The analysis of both the developed pharmacophoric models 
revealed seven combined features such as Ring Aromaticity, 
Hydrogen Bond Acceptor, Hydrogen Bond Donor, and 
Negative Ionizable [36, 37]. The distance between these 
features was also determined. The developed pharmacophore 
models were selected from the 10 different hypotheses based 
on the root mean square deviation (RMSD). These features 
were selected for further screening of the molecules.

Preparation of compounds
A complete set of drug-like molecules (1.8 million) were 

downloaded from ChEMBL database according to their 
molecular weight ranging from 200-800 Da. The molecular 
weight selection was done on the basis of molecular 
compounds already bound to the shallow binding sites on 
RAGE (PDB: 6XQ3). Compounds were further scrutinized 
according to their clogP values. Only those molecules with 
clogP values less than 2.5 were selected to download, as 
we just need the molecules that can bind extracellularly 
(extracellular V-domain of RAGE). The structures were 
downloaded in 2D format and further optimized by minimizing 
the energy using OPLS 2005 force field through Ligprep 
module of Schrodinger Suite 2021 [38]. The ionization of the 
structures of compounds were retained in the original state 

and optimized structures were saved in .sdf format for further 
screening procedures.

Ligand and database screening
Screening of library of molecules (1.8 million) was done 

to find out the best match molecules with the developed 
pharmacophoric models: using ‘Ligand & database 
screening’ tool. Validated Pharmacophore Hypothesis were 
utilized as a 3D query for screening ChEMBL Database 
containing a library of molecules. Top 1000 molecules were 
selected that have best fitness scores with both the screened 
pharmacophore models. Best fitness score provides the 
measurement of features that perfectly matched with the 
developed pharmacophoric models screening method was 
set to provide the molecules having at least four features 
perfectly matched with the models.

High-throughput virtual screening (HTVS) and 
docking studies
Grid generation and validation

The girds at two binding cavities 305 and 306 (on 
V-domain of RAGE) on the basis of pre- bound ligands were 
generated using the Receptor Grid Generation module of the 
Schrodinger suite, which was defined by simply picking any 
atom of the co-crystallized ligands within the binding pocket 
that defined the grid coordinates as X: -43.36, Y: -5.01, 
and Z: 25.93 for cavity no. 305 and X: -47.58, Y: -20.69, 
and Z: 26.40 for cavity no. 306 using PDB: 6XQ3. Rigid 
docking was performed with bound ligands at the defined 
binding sites of RAGE to validate the protocol and root mean 
square deviation was computed using Superposition tool 
of Schrodinger, which was found to be in acceptable range 
(RMSD: 0.0968Å).

Virtual screening and Extra Precision docking (XP)
The Virtual Screening Workflow in Maestro (Schrodinger) 

was used to dock and to score the lead-like compounds to 
identify potential ligands. It provides the different level of 
docking precision, namely High Throughput Virtual Screening 
(HTVS), Standard Precision (SP) and Extra Precision (XP) 
[39-41]. The compounds selected from the pharmacophore 
phase screening against a set of pharmacophoric features 
were selected to perform HTVS on both the grids generated 
on V-domain of RAGE, i.e., at 305 and 306 cavities. After 
performing HTVS on two sets of 1000 molecules with each 
cavity, XP mode was further used for refinement of good 
ligand poses on top 300 molecules for each cavity that 
exhibited best binding glide or dock scores.

MM-GBSA binding energy calculations
After performing the docking studies the best fit top 30 

molecules at their respective binding sites were selected 
to predict their actual binding energies with RAGE. The 
binding energies are the sum of the energies obtained from 

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the procedure followed to 
find out the potential molecules.
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the intermolecular forces between the ligand and protein/
receptor. It generally denoted by ∆G. Top five molecules 
at both the binding sites were selected with best binding 
energies or affinities (∆G values) and those molecules were 
selected for explaining the binding mechanisms with both 
the cavities of RAGE and pharmacophoric features that are 
responsible for their best binding behavior.

Results and Discussion
Pharmacophore modeling and ligand screening

From the crystal structure of RAGE (PDB: 6XQ3), we 
found that there are two shallow binding sites available on 
V-domain that are very close to each other and amino acids 
present in these cavities have been reported to be involved 
in various RAGE ligand interactions. The names to these 
two cavities were assigned on the basis of the ligands bound. 
The cavity at which ligand (chemical compound) no. 305 
is bound was named as cavity 305 and similarly, cavity at 
which compound no 306 is bound was named as cavity 306 
(Figure 3). However, the structure of both the compounds 
are same which represents that a same molecule (3-(3-(((3-
(4- Carboxyphenoxy)benzyl)oxy)methyl)phenyl)-1H-indole-
2-carboxylic acid) can bind to two different shallow binding 
sites that are very close to each other (Figure 3). These 
shallow cavities offered us to develop two pharmacophoric 
models on V-domain of RAGE.

In order to develop pharmacophores, the binding 
interactions of the molecule at both the cavities 305 and 
306 were analyzed and amino acids involved in these 
interactions were noted down. By using Pharmacophore 
development hypothesis, the amino acids that are involved in 
the interactions at 305 cavity (residues are mentioned in table 
1) were incorporated into the hypothesis to generate receptor-
based model. Same procedure was used for the development of 
model at cavity 306. Seven features were obtained at both the 
cavities having acceptor groups, donor groups, ring aromatic 
groups, and negative ionic groups (Figure 4). Figure 4A also 
represents the distance constraints present between the two 
features which means that the chemical structure containing 
chain or any linker having the same distance of 7.37Å could 

behave better as compared to the compounds with shorter or 
longer linker length. After performing pharmacophore-based 
ligand screening at both the cavities with a set of ChEMBL 
molecules we selected top 1000 molecules that have at least 
four best matched pharmacophoric features with fitness 
score above 0.8 to 1.5. These molecules were found nicely 
mapped on the chemical features present in the developed 
models (explained in section 3.3.2). Selected molecules were 
further subjected to high-throughput virtual screening to find 
out their binding scores (dock scores) with their respective 
binding cavities.

High-throughput virtual screening (HTVS)
Initially for the shallow binding cavity 305, we generated a 

grid by selecting the respective amino acids of the cavity 305. 
The coordinates and particular amino acids for grid generation 
are mentioned in Table 1. Selected best 1,000 molecules from 
the phase screening were docked in the generated grid and 
virtual screening was performed to determine their bindings 
in terms of their dock or glide scores. Resulted molecules 
were ranked according to their docking scores and the binding 
modes, molecular interactions with the active site, binding 
energy and dock score. Docking scores were considered 
as important components in selecting the best poses of the 
docked compounds. Analysis of virtual screening results of 
all filtered molecules put forth 300 molecules with good to 
excellent dock scores ranging from -4.00 to -5.911 having 
pharmacophoric fitness score >1 at cavity 305 of RAGE. The 
same workflow was used to virtually screen the molecules 
on the cavity 306 and top 300 hit molecules were found that 
could have potential to effectively bind with RAGE which 
was further evaluated and filtered using extra precision 
docking (XP) and by MM-GBSA free energy calculations.

Extra precision docking (XP) and MM-GBSA 
calculations

Two different set of 300 molecules were further selected 
to investigate their binding mode within the binding sites 
305 and 306 of RAGE. The ligands were docked with the 
active sites using the ‘extra precision’ glide docking (Glide 
XP) which docks ligands flexibly. In XP docking, only active 
compounds show available poses that receive favorable 
scores for appropriate hydrophobic contact between the 

Figure 3: Two different binding sites available on V-domain of 
RAGE offers the development of two pharmacophore models

Figure 4: Developed Pharmacophore model Hypothesis. (A) 
Seven chemical features present in pharmacophore model at cavity 
305, spatial arrangement and the distance constraints between the 
features; (B) Seven chemical features present in developed model at 
cavity 306 and their spatial arrangement.
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binding cavities of RAGE, hydrogen-bonding interactions, 
and so on. The purpose of the XP method is to weed out false 
positives and to provide a better correlation between excellent 
poses and good scores. Among the two set of 300 molecules 
30 molecules were further selected with their best XP score 
(glide XP dock score) ranging from -4.93 to 6.23 that bind 
with cavity 305. Similarly, a set of 30 different compounds 
were selected on the basis of XP dock score ranging from 
-5.47 to -8.48 that bind with cavity 306. According to the 
range of XP dock scores, it can be concluded that compounds 
can tightly and more efficiently bind at the 306 binding site of 
RAGE as compare to the binding of compounds at cavity 305. 
The overall extra precision glide docking results with both 
the binding cavities 305 and 306 are provided in Table 2 and 
Table 3, respectively. For these selected set of 30 compounds 
the evaluation of docking procedure with a related post-
scoring approach, MM-GBSA was performed against both 
the cavities on RAGE and two sets of five hit compounds 
were obtained from free energy binding prediction. (Figure 
5 and 7). Compounds that found to bind with cavity 305 
showed ∆G values ranging from -53.05 to -65.80 kcal/mol 
(Figure 5) and molecules that were found hit for cavity 306 
exhibited ∆G values ranging from -51.81 to -68.53 kcal/mol. 

(Figure 7) These ten compounds (five against cavity 305 and 
five against cavity 306) were selected to elaborate the binding 
mechanisms in detail with their respective binding cavities.

Binding modes of five hit molecules with the cavity 
305

The careful analysis of Figure 6 suggests that all these 
compounds adopt almost similar binding modes with 
V-domain of RAGE by targeting the shallow binding pocket 
of RAGE that consists of various hydrophobic as well as 
hydrophilic amino acid residues. The five compounds obtained 
from different set of experiments exhibited interactions such 
as hydrogen bonding interactions, hydrophobic and polar 
interactions within the cavity 305 which are depicted in two 
and three dimensional pictures in Figure 6. Most potential 
binder of cavity 305, i.e. ChEMBL501494 exhibited XP dock 
score of -5.19 with the highest ∆G value (-65.80 kcal/mol) was 
considered as potent inhibitor of RAGE that binds through the 
cavity 305. The reason for its best binding free energy among 
the others is because of its number of interactions formed 
with the different amino acid residues. The molecule interacts 
with RAGE by making strong six hydrogen bonds. (Figures 
6A and 6A’) The nitrogen atom present on terminal indole 

Receptor Cavity Number Coordinates Amino acid residues

V-domain of RAGE 305
X = -43.36
Y= -5.01
Z= 25.93

Ala21, Met22, Ala23, Gln24, Glu50, Trp51, Lys52, Arg98, Cys99, 
Gln100

V-domain of RAGE 306
X= -47.58
Y= -20.69
Z= 26.40

Pro45, Pro46, Gln47, Pro66, Gln67, Asp73, Ser74, Arg77, Val78, 
Leu79, Pro80, Phe85, Pro87

Table 1: Amino acid residues at two different shallow binding cavities and their coordinates

Serial No. ChEMBL ID Glide XP Docking Score Glide XP energy (kcal/mol) Glide XP Emodel (kcal/mol)
1 CHEMBL249147 -6.233 -49.28 -63.36
2 CHEMBL3656092 -5.952 -48.568 -81.481
3 CHEMBL4126863 -5.933 -41.703 -52.487
4 CHEMBL1889231 -5.89 -49.916 -65.278
5 CHEMBL3912163 -5.781 -50.858 -74.412
6 CHEMBL206726 -5.758 -48.294 -61.142
7 CHEMBL3677668 -5.745 -47.765 -60.614
8 CHEMBL3143543 -5.736 -50.202 -68.457
9 CHEMBL231404 -5.694 -45.213 -60.716
10 CHEMBL551572 -5.685 -40.537 -54.852
11 CHEMBL455260 -5.513 -45.8 -57.355
12 CHEMBL120659 -5.459 -44.095 -54.75
13 CHEMBL263749 -5.435 -47.014 -67.791
14 CHEMBL3326332 -5.385 -37.606 -52.192
15 CHEMBL144301 -5.233 -42.469 -58.204
16 CHEMBL501494 -5.191 -58.84 -84.308
17 CHEMBL3393957 -5.176 -36.155 -47.953

Table 2: Extra precision (XP) Glide docking results within the cavity 305 of RAGE.
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18 CHEMBL4303537 -5.153 -48.034 -60.15

19 CHEMBL1093942 -5.132 -51.877 -72.009

20 CHEMBL471413 -5.129 -38.827 -54.631

21 CHEMBL2314004 -5.129 -47.315 -64.261

22 CHEMBL3718691 -5.123 -39.514 -49.356

23 CHEMBL3457424 -5.123 -41.284 -52.002

24 CHEMBL1460147 -5.12 -39.916 -53.185

25 CHEMBL3908491 -5.051 -52.985 -74.374

26 CHEMBL358539 -5.042 -37.78 -49.263

27 CHEMBL2012851 -5.03 -40.63 -52.187

28 CHEMBL2172634 -5.026 -45.983 -64.311

29 CHEMBL1075716 -4.936 -57.264 -78.804

30 CHEMBL388067 -4.935 -39.858 -51.825

Serial No. ChEMBL ID Glide XP Docking Score Glide XP energy (kcal/mol) Glide XP Emodel (kcal/mol)
1 CHEMBL463170 -8.486 -54.556 -76.294

2 CHEMBL1160402 -7.431 -48.776 -69.68

3 CHEMBL543644 -7.32 -35.862 -38.901

4 CHEMBL543644 -7.251 -36.372 -41.58

5 CHEMBL1160402 -6.934 -50.678 -58.881

6 CHEMBL2179043 -6.914 -43.613 -56.631

7 CHEMBL130120 -6.706 -49.734 -70.446

8 CHEMBL548295 -6.621 -43.392 -52.329

9 CHEMBL144301 -6.615 -39.044 -53.993

10 CHEMBL1688937 -6.465 -36.62 -47.716

11 CHEMBL3126678 -6.283 -35.055 -40.894

12 CHEMBL231404 -6.231 -41.403 -57.535

13 CHEMBL3581077 -6.229 -35.622 -44.044

14 CHEMBL228562 -6.213 -38.21 -47.383

15 CHEMBL64002 -6.2 -54.248 -66.561

16 CHEMBL120659 -6.187 -39.807 -49.956

17 CHEMBL4081874 -5.959 -62.364 -89.45

18 CHEMBL206726 -5.858 -45.658 -62.59

19 CHEMBL543644 -5.753 -35.035 -43.973

20 CHEMBL362202 -5.735 -35.005 -47.442

21 CHEMBL543644 -5.734 -34.051 -39.443

22 CHEMBL181074 -5.663 -33.638 -40.732

23 CHEMBL1170193 -5.662 -30.393 -35.034

24 CHEMBL19844 -5.656 -28.712 -36.53

25 CHEMBL223910 -5.557 -41.095 -58.957

26 CHEMBL200715 -5.529 -30.428 -40.263

27 CHEMBL3966940 -5.507 -44.065 -65.28

28 CHEMBL2141241 -5.502 -30.585 -37.99

29 CHEMBL343412 -5.497 -25.703 -26.742

30 CHEMBL482098 -5.479 -44.162 -54.926

Table 3: Extra precision (XP) Glide docking results within the cavity 306 of RAGE
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was found to be involved in hydrogen bonding with Glu50. 
The oxygen atom located in the amide linkage between two 
indole rings also involved in hydrogen bonding with Lys52 
and Arg98 (Figure 6A’). Three additional hydrogen bonds 
were found with Lys110, Asn112 and Arg98. Various pi-
cation interactions with the compound stabilize the molecule 
within the cavity 305 of RAGE. Second most efficient binder 
ChEMBL1075716 was also found to involved with various 
hydrogen and pi- cation interactions with RAGE 305 cavity 
(Figures 6B and 6B’). It was found that Lys52, Lys110 and 
Asn112 are commonly involved in these interactions between 
these two molecules (Figure 6A and 6B). Lys39 and Asn112 
were found to be involved in hydrogen bonding interactions 
with carboxy oxygen atom available in closer proximity to 
the terminal indole moiety. Indole moiety is positioned and 
stabilized in the cavity formed by various hydrophobic amino 
acid residues such as Ala21, Met22 and Ala23. (Figure 6B’) 
Furthermore, compounds ChEMBL3908491 (Figures 6C 
and 6C’), ChEMBL4126863 (Figures 6D and 6D’), and 
ChEMBL3326332 (Figures 6E and 6E’) also found to be 
involved in various hydrogen bonding as well as cationic 
interactions with residues present inside the cavity 305. 
Most importantly, Lys110 and Asn112 are the residues that 
were found to be involved in all these potential binders of 
RAGE which means that these interactions are important 
in inhibiting the RAGE through cavity 305. Furthermore, 
pharmacophoric validation by overlaying the compound 
ChEMBL501494 on developed pharmacophore at cavity 
305 was performed to check whether the discovered potent 

compound completely matches the developed features or not. 
It was clear from the Figure 9 that the discovered molecule 
ChEMBL501494 completely occupy the chemical features 
obtained inside the cavity 305 and could be responsible to 
block the bindings of various ligands that mainly bind through 
the same cavity. Interestingly, the terminal indole ring with 
the spacer containing two carbon chain along with amide 
linkage make the molecule perfect match for the acceptor (a), 
donor (b), aromatic ring (c), and negative ionic (d) features. 
The centered aromatic feature (e) was also found to overlap 
properly with the centrally present indole moiety that has also 
been involved in pi-cation interactions with Arg98 (Figures 
6A’ and Figure 9A). The distance constraint between the 
feature (e) and (f) was observed 7.37Å and compound 
ChEMBL501494 also fulfilled the criteria having the spacer 
length of same size so that it can fully occupy the developed 
pharmacophoric features (Figure 9A).

Binding modes of five hit molecules with the cavity 
306

Molecular docking studies analysis at cavity 306 was 
performed and five hit compounds were discovered with high 
XP dock scores with excellent binding free energies (∆G in 
kcal/mol). (Figure 7) It has been found that compounds more 
effectively and more tightly bind to this cavity as compare 
to the compounds bind to the cavity 305 as confirmed from 
their XP dock scores and ∆G values. Most effective binder 
ChEMBL4081874 exhibited ∆G value of -68.53 kcal/mol 
with the XP dock score value of -5.95. Compound bind with 

Figure 5: 2D structures, dock scores and ∆G values of identified lead molecules that can bind to the cavity 305 on V-domain of RAGE.
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Figure 6: 3D and 2D binding interactions of hit compounds (A) ChEMBL501494, (B) ChEMBL1075716, 
(C) ChEMBL3908491, (D) ChEMBL4126863, (E) ChEMBL3326332 with binding site of RAGE cavity 
305; A’, B’, C’, D’, and E’ are the 2D depiction of their respective poses.
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Figure 7: 2D structures, dock scores and ∆G values of identified lead molecules that can bind to the cavity 306 on V-domain of RAGE

the active site 306 with various electrostatic interactions such 
as hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, negative 
and positive charged interactions. (Figures 8A and 8A’) 
Importantly, the compound showed five hydrogen bonds 
with amino acid residues such as Glu50, Gln47, Pro66, 
and Val78 (Figure 8A). The right terminal thiophene ring 
was found to be completely occupied by the hydrophobic 
residues Val78, Leu79, Pro80, Phe85 and Pro87 (Figure 
8A’). Negatively charged amino acid residue Glu50 helped 
to stabilize the molecule from another end (left) by offering 
two hydrogen bonds with terminal hydroxyl groups (Figure 
8A’). Similarly, compound ChEMBL206726 also showed 
hydrogen bonding interactions with Gln47, Pro66, and Val78 
(Figures 8B and 8B’). Nitrogen containing five membered 
rings of benzimidazole moiety showed pi-cation interaction 
with positively charged amino acid residue Arg77. Its ∆G 
value and XP dock score is provided in the figure 7. Third 
most effective compound ChEMBL3966940 was involved 
to form two hydrogen bonds with polar residue Gln47 and 
hydrophobic residue Val78 (Figures 8C and 8C’). Most of 
the interactions of this compound was found hydrophobic 
with residues such as Pro45, Pro46, Pro66, Val78, Leu79, 
Pro80, Phe85 and Pro87 (Figure 8C’). Similar interactions 
were found with compounds ChEMBL2179043 (Figures 8D 
and 8D’) and ChEMBL223910 (Figures 8E and 8E’). It has 
been observed that Gln47 and Val78 are commonly involved 
in all these compounds at cavity 306 which could be crucial 
for binding these compounds with the RAGE.

To further confirm the fitness of most effective binder of 
cavity 306, molecule ChEMBL4081874 was analyzed by 

incorporating directly into the developed pharmacophoric 
features associated to the cavity 306 (Figure 9B). Among 
the seven developed features, compound perfectly matched 
five features. Specifically, central oxepin carbonyl oxygen 
atom acts as hydrogen bond acceptor from residue Gln47 
that matches the acceptor feature (a). (Figure 9B) Two donor 
features (b) and (c) were fulfilled by the presence of single 
secondary amine linker in between two phenyl rings that 
acts as hydrogen bond donor to hydrophobic residue Pro66. 
Fused oxepin benzene ring and terminal thiophene ring act 
as aromatic rings available in the closer proximity to the 
aromatic features (e and g). (Figure 9B) Overall, compound 
ChEMBL4081874 perfectly fit to the developed hypothesis 
of the pharmacophoric features at cavity 306 and exert its 
potent binding affinities as confirmed through molecular 
interactions, XP docking and ∆G scoring functions.

Conclusion
In this study, phase screening of ChEMBL database 

was performed using two generated pharmacophores for 
two binding sites 305 and 306 on V-domain of RAGE. This 
process was followed by high-throughput virtual screening, 
extra precision docking studies, and binding free energy 
calculations to discover two compounds ChEMBL501494 
and ChEMBL4081874 that passes all these steps. Free 
binding energy (MM-GBSA) calculations proved the stability 
of these two obtained compounds in their respective pocket of 
V-domain of RAGE justified with their lowest negative ∆G 
values. The compound ChEMBL501494 was found stabilized 
inside the 305cavity possessing significant interactions 
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Figure 8: 3D and 2D binding interactions of hit compounds (A) ChEMBL4081874, (B) ChEMBL206726, (C) 
ChEMBL3966940, (D) ChEMBL2179043, (E) ChEMBL223910 with binding site of RAGE cavity 306; A’, B’, 
C’, D’, and E’ are the 2D depiction of their respective poses
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with Met22, Lys39, Arg98, and Lys110. While compound 
ChEMBL4081874 at cavity 306 interacted via hydrogen 
bonding, water bridges, hydrophobic and ionic interactions. 
Particularly, amino acid Gln47, Gln67 and Val78 were found 
to be the most interacting residues that helped to stabilize the 
molecule in cavity 306. Both the molecules were found to 
perfectly match with the developed pharmacophoric features. 
In conclusion, ChEMBL501494 and ChEMBL4081874 are 
considered as novel candidates for screening as inhibitors in 
RAGE associated pathways.
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